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Ultimate Kitchen Releases New Compact Vacuum
Sealer
Michael Weir December 17, 2016

Ultimate Kitchen Announces the release of their product line of vacuum sealers and
accessories, including a compact vacuum sealer.

(Newswire.net -- December 16, 2016) Coeur d'Alene, Idaho -- Ultimate Kitchen, maker of
an array of kitchen related products, has just announced the addition of vacuum sealers
and vacuum sealing accessories. The line includes the new Compact Vacuum Sealer,
available now on Amazon.

The new Compact Vacuum Sealer is one of three new vacuum sealing machines by
Ultimate Kitchen. The company also released several sizes of vacuum sealer bags and
vacuum sealed food containers. Each vacuum sealer comes with a roll of vacuum sealer

bags and the tubing to use with the food container. A printed instructions manual guides customers through the use
and care of the machine while also providing troubleshooting tips. The countertop sized vacuum sealer is built with
moist food settings and gentle settings for delicate or wet foods.

This new line of merchandise from Ultimate Kitchen brand was released on Amazon mid-November 2016, as the
company geared up for holiday shopping. The brand also introduced chef knives, kitchen faucets, and a coffee press
this season as part of their 2016 expansion goal. They plan on further diversifying their product lines in the coming
year.

Ultimate Kitchen has been developing kitchen products since 2014 when the brand was founded. One of the
company’s first product lines, built in soap dispensers, has since risen to best seller status on Amazon. “As a company,
it has always been our goal to supply customers with new and innovative kitchen solutions. Our aim is to provide
simplicity in daily chores and reduce waste build up in landfills,” said Director of Operations Cassie Clark.

“We are confident our customers will appreciate the ability to save time when preparing meals and reduce the amount
of food that is wasted,” said Clark, explaining their motivations behind adding vacuum sealers. Further details of the
vacuum sealing machine are explained in Ultimate Kitchen’s recent introductory video.

As with all Ultimate Kitchen products, the vacuum sealers are available on the company’s Amazon storefront. With
Amazon’s growing success, more and more customers are joining the ecommerce platform. Most are also enrolling in
Amazon’s Prime membership program which offers free 2-day shipping for participating sellers, including Ultimate
Kitchen.

Along with the included instructions manual, the brand also announced its upcoming plans to create a step-by-step
guided video for each of their new vacuum sealers. The video will be released early 2017.

About Ultimate Home

Ultimate Kitchen branded products are a part of the Ultimate Home collection of high quality kitchen products ranging
from sink soap dispensers, kitchen faucets, chef knives, and food vacuum sealers. Ultimate Kitchen products are
available at Amazon.com and Walmart.com
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